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Agenda
In this workshop we will:

1. Identify the most commonly used substances by youth
2. Introduce adolescent brain development
3. Explore the impact of substance use on academic achievement
4. Present mental health as a cofounding issue



Substance misuse is a complex issue, too 
significant an issue and too deeply rooted 

to be solved by just one group or one 
approach.



Continuum of Use

Experimental Social/ 
Recreational Habitual

Speed of progression is increased relative to the age of first use



Most commonly used substances

alcohol 68.3%

cannabis 
36.9%

Rx Pills 10.5%

vaping 
18.9% *



substance average grade 7 grade 12

alcohol 42% 11% 68%

cannabis 19% 2% 37%

pills 11% 8% 10%

Escalating use with age



What we need to consider

Alcohol
▹ Most commonly 

used substance
▹ Often overlooked
▹ Profound impact
▹ Developmental

interruption with use 
during development 
of brain

.

Cannabis
▹ Mythology getting in 

the way of facts
▹ Only legal for 19+
▹ Impact on learning
▹ Harms also for  

medical use
▹ Does cause CUD

Pills
▹ Often hard to detect 
▹ Significant concern 

with opioids and 
ADHD medications

▹ Majority of those 
that use, get pills 
from home 

▹ National crisis



Students with higher grades are significantly less likely to have:

Alcohol
Used alcohol regularly

Binge drinking
Five or more drinks of 
alcohol in a row within a 
couple of hours

Age of onset
Drank alcohol for the first 
time before age 13 years. 

Cannabis
Used marijuana one or 
more times. 

Rx Pills
Ever taken prescription 
drugs without a doctor’s 
prescription.

Ecstasy
Ever used ecstasy (using 
ecstasy [also called 
MDMA] one or more times 
during their life. 

*Inverse relationship not determined



Hardwiring
Pruning
Myelinating

On average the 
human brain 
matures 
around the age 
of 25



Amygdala
Emotional and gut responses
Reactive part of the brain vs. thinking part

Prefrontal Cortex
CEO: planning, strategizing, judgment, 
impulse control, regulating emotion

Hippocampus
Motivation, emotion, learning and memory



Social and Emotional Development

Establishing sexual, ego and vocational identity

Achieving independence

Adopting peer codes and lifestyles

Developing moral and philosophical code

Adolescent 
development



Academic impact

Internal
▹ Unfocussed, confusion
▹ Lack of confidence
▹ Fear, loneliness, isolation
▹ Diminished literacy and

numeracy
▹ Difficulty with memory
▹ Delayed language and 

comprehension

External
▹ Externalized frustrations
▹ Incomplete assignments
▹ Substance use
▹ Truency
▹ Decline in personal appearance
▹ Violence
▹ Apathy

May need to redevelop learning pathways interrupted by substance use 



Young people aged 15 to 24 years were more likely to report 
mental health and substance use or abuse problems than any 
other age group.



50%
Research shows that more than 50% of those seeking 

help for an addiction also have a mental illness.

15-20% of those seeking help from mental health 
services are also living with an addiction.

*2009



Mental health problems and substance abuse 
problems occur on a continuum.

A concurrent disorder emerges when they 
intersect at any point, resulting in a nearly 

endless list of possible combinations.



Exploring the academic impact

In conclusion:
▹ Research is lacking with this population
▹ Substance use has the greatest impact when: 

▸ Early use
▸ Quantity of use
▸ Frequency of use
▸ Co-existing with mental health issues

▹ Brain research continues to explore impact of substance use on 
learning

▹ Mental health issue are a cofounding issue



thanks!
ANY QUESTIONS?

You can find me at:
PSJConsulting@icloud.com


